
  1 month* YTD 1 year Launch 3 years 5 years Launch

n	Fund +2.7 ‑22.5 ‑16.0 +64.4 ‑3.4 +0.5 +3.5

n	MSCI World +2.6 ‑5.8 +2.8 +140.1 +6.7 +6.9 +6.2

     

Preceding five calendar years performance  2019  2018  2017  2016  2015

Fund +16.2 ‑9.8 +18.0 +20.3 ‑5.7

MSCI World +27.7 ‑8.7 +22.4 +7.5 ‑0.9

*Estimate net performance for June. 
Source: Oldfield Partners.

The value of all investments and the income from them can go down as well as up; this may be due, in 
part, to exchange rate fluctuations. Past performance is not a guide to future performance.

Fund manager commentary
From the 23rd of March, indices rebounded sharply. Investors have been buoyed by the Federal Reserve Chairman 
Jerome Powell’s promise to do whatever it takes, an echo of Mario Draghi’s pledge of 2012. They have flocked 
back to equities and in particular to that handful of large US technology names known as the FAANGs (Facebook, 
Amazon, Apple, Netflix and Google). Major indices had one of the fastest drawdowns in history with major indices 
falling around 35 per cent to March 23rd.. They have now staged one of the sharpest rebounds in history. The Covid 
19 pandemic continues to rage in the Americas while the rest of the world braces for a potential second wave.

The dispersion between Growth and Value investing is now as great as the most extreme examples in history. On 
numerous measures one has to go back to 1929 for similar dispersions. Being a value investor has been as tough 
now as we have known it in our careers but we know that this a pre-condition for future outperformance. It is at 
such times that it has tended to be right to be a value investor.

It was highlighted to us on a call recently with a prospective client that the price to book multiple on the global 
strategy has remained consistent despite very different underlying holdings. This was seen as a positive. This is 
not something we target at the portfolio level but the price to book multiple for the global strategy was one times 
in December 2012 and it was one times in December 2019 for a broadly similar forward return on equity. Clearly, 
at the stock level we have remained consistent in the discipline of finding value opportunities. The price to book 
multiple for our benchmark, the MSCI World index, has increased from 1.6 times to 2.5 times. Our benchmark 
has re-rated but our hunt for, and definition of, value has remained unaltered. Only time will tell whether the re-
rating of the index is justified and will hold, but any re-rating can only ever happen once and can only continue 
onwards with stocks getting ever more expensive and hence more vulnerable to a pull back.

A criticism often levelled at value investors is that we shun technology investments. The high valuations often 
associated with technology puts investors like us off, meaning that we may miss out on opportunities that 
technological change can offer. At OP we contend that value can be found in all sectors (we held Microsoft for 
11 years) but we are selective and do prefer it when we are being contrarian and investing in stocks that are not 
already well-owned by the market. Furthermore, starting valuations always matter.

One such stock is Nokia, which we purchased in the first quarter of 2020. Nokia is a leading player in 5G, optical, 
broadband and software, in effect the infrastructure that will underpin the numerous technological services that 
are currently being deployed and under development. It has consistently reinvented itself starting as a Finnish 
paper mill and tyre manufacturer, before evolving into electronics and telephone switches. Eventually Nokia 
became the world’s leading mobile phone manufacturer (which it exited in 2014) before re-focusing on network 
infrastructure with the acquisition of Alcatel Lucent in 2016. The integration of this business has led to issues in 
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Investment objective 

The Fund seeks to achieve over the long 
term a total return in excess of that of the 
MSCI World Index (with net dividends 
reinvested) through investment in a 
concentrated portfolio of equity securities 
of predominantly large companies, 
selected from all the major markets and 
to a lesser extent from some emerging 
markets, worldwide. The average market 
capitalization of companies represented 
within the Fund is likely to be more than 
US$20 billion. The approach is classic 
contrarian value, based on bottom‑
up fundamental research of individual 

companies.

Fund particulars

Launch date 01 December 2005

Fund size US$20.8m

Domicile USA

Structure LLC

Base currency USD

Dealing Monthly

Min. investment US$3,000,000

Management fees 0.90% per annum

TER 1.25% per annum

Benchmark MSCI World

“A concentrated portfolio 
concentrates the mind...”

About Oldfield Partners

Oldfield Partners LLP is an owner-
managed boutique fund management 
firm which manages equity portfolios 
for a global client base that includes 
endowments funds, pension funds, 
charities, family offices and individuals.

Oldfield Partners began operations in 
March, 2005 and is majority owned by 
the executive partners.

We are value investors with a distinctive 
approach: a limited number of holdings, 
long-only, no leverage, diversified, 
index-agnostic and suspicious of short‑
termism.
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their legacy networks at a time when its engineers were also tasked with developing 5G, the next generation mobile technology. These operational issues have 
weighed heavily on the share price which peaked at over €6.50 in 2015 and fell to €3.50 at our time of purchase. This gave Nokia a market value of just €20 billion, 
having spent some €16 billion on the Alcatel Lucent business just a few years earlier.

Nokia’s problems are also self-inflicted and under new leadership, it is embarking on a strategy to improve customer diversification and profitability. It has guided 
to margins as high as 16 per cent in the past, well above the level achieved in 2018 and the 8 per cent currently forecast by the Bloomberg consensus for 2020. We 
believe that an 11 per cent operating margin is achievable given the restructuring being undertaken and comparing with history and peers. we used a multiple of 
just over one times enterprise value (EV) to sales, which is the multiple of sales that Ericsson trades on, this would suggest over 50 per cent upside from the time 
of purchase. We use a blend of valuation measures to derive our price target, including EV to sales and price to book value.

Nokia has net cash on the balance sheet, something we find particularly attractive - especially in the current environment. It also has a strong installed base 
among some of the world’s leading telecom operators which ensures it a strong position in the deployment of 5G. Its competitive position will improve given the 
increased scrutiny under which Huawei, its main competitor from China, is under from international governments. Huawei had initially used price as a weapon and 
gained significant market share over the last decade in the deployment of 4G, serving to depress the profitability of its competitors. Our research shows that it is 
difficult and expensive for operators to switch suppliers, but that at the very least the severe competitive threat from Huawei has been reduced in global markets.

Over the year to date, the share price of Nokia (+18%) has been strong in relative and absolute terms. The strength in the share price has been buoyed in recent 
weeks by continued reports of the desire from Western governments (led by the United States) to see a stronger player in 5G which may involve corporate activity. 
We still see ample upside in the shares today and in fact added to the position in the market sell off. Barrick has been the best performing holding in the strategy 
in the first half and second quarter, up some 48 per cent in US dollar terms over the second quarter on the strengthening gold price.

From the end of March to the end of June one of the weakest stocks in the portfolio was Kansai Electric. The market recovery meant that stocks which had held 
up well, such as utilities, lagged in the rebound. This highlights that we are at an interesting juncture for investors. If markets continue to recover it is surely in 
the more value orientated sectors where the catchup potential is the greatest. However, if markets do roll over then investors may look to sell the shares of those 
that have held up the best, especially if driven by outflows from passive funds. This maybe “having our cake and eating it”, but it does mean that we would urge 
investors to allocate to value at a time when this feels the worst thing to do. The two-year weighted average anticipated total return for the portfolio currently 
stands at a very attractive 50 per cent.

Jamie Carter is leaving the firm to take up a position at Longview Partners.  Jamie was one of the founding partners of the firm with Richard Oldfield and Nigel 
Waller in 2005, and has been chief executive since 2013.

Jamie has played a key role in the development of the firm over the last 15 years, and all his partners are grateful to him. He goes with our best wishes.

The board has asked Nigel Waller to become chief executive.  He will delegate a great deal of the running of the firm and client relations to his colleagues on the 
management committee Chris Driver, John McEwing, Ed Troughton and to David Gallagher in the US. This will allow Nigel to remain firmly focused on his role 

Commentary - continued

Fund analysis

Sector breakdown (%)

Financials 16.0

Information Technology 13.4

Industrials 13.3

Health Care 12.5

Utilities 12.2

Consumer Discretionary 6.9

Energy 6.7

Consumer Staples 6.2

Materials 5.0

Communication Services 4.8

Cash 3.0

Country breakdown (%)

Japan 19.2

Germany 18.6

United Kingdom 16.1

United States 11.8

South Korea 8.4

France 7.2

Italy 5.8

Canada 5.0

Finland 4.9

Cash 3.0

Top 10 holdings (%) 1 month total return (%)*

  Weighting Local terms USD

Sanofi 7.2 +3.6 +5.0

E.ON 6.8 +4.7 +6.1

Siemens 6.6 +5.6 +7.0

Tesco 6.2 -0.2 +0.3

Samsung Electronics 5.8 +4.1 +7.2

Bayer 5.3 +7.9 +9.4

Barrick Gold 5.0 +10.2 +11.7

Nokia 4.9 +9.0 +10.4

BT 4.8 -1.9 -1.4

Toyota 4.6 +0.2 +0.1

*Inclusive of portfolio activity. 
All data as at 30 June 2020. 
Source: Oldfield Partners.
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Oldfield Partners

11 Grosvenor Place 
London, SW1X 7HH 
United Kingdom

Telephone: +44 (0) 20 7259 1000 
Email: info@oldfieldpartners.com 
www.oldfieldpartners.com

Oldfield Partners LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. This communication has been approved and issued by Oldfield Partners US LLC (OPUS) 
and Oldfield Partners LLP (OP) for information purposes only. OPUS and OP expressly disclaim liability for errors or omissions in the information and data presented above 
and for any loss or damage arising out of the use or misuse thereof or reliance thereon. This presentation is not an offering of securities or invitation to invest to any person 
in any jurisdiction. Such offering is made solely by the Fund’s Confidential Private Placement Memorandum (the Memorandum), which is available to qualified investors and 
applications to invest in the Fund must only be made on the basis of this Memorandum. No information in this communication should be construed as providing financial, 
investment or other professional advice. The information contained herein is for general guidance only and further information is available in the Memorandum. The taxation 
implications of investing in the Fund will depend on individual financial circumstances. This document has not been reviewed or approved by any governmental or regulatory 
authority, including, without limitation, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, nor has its accuracy been confirmed. Interests in the Fund have not been registered under 
the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, the Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended, or the securities laws of any states, nor have they been approved or disapproved by any 
of these bodies. By acquiring an interest in the Fund, an investor acknowledges and agrees that any information provided by OP and DMC is not a recommendation to invest in 
the Fund and that OP and DMC are not undertaking to provide any investment advice to the investor (impartial or otherwise) . © 2020 Partnership No. OC309959.

Dealing and administrator details

Meteora Partners LLC 
11 Broadway, Suite 965 
New York, NY 10004

Telephone: +1 212 (0) 514 4980 
Email: meteorapartners@meteorallc.com


